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Session Title
MPI after the ISCHEMIA Trial - Still Alive?

Chairperson
Antti Saraste (Turku, Finland)

Programme
22 min    Riccardo Liga (Pisa, Italy): The ISCHEMIA Trial - Design and Results
22 min    Marc R. Dweck (Edinburgh, United Kingdom): Role of Anatomical Imaging after the ISCHEMIA Trial
22 min    Antti Saraste (Turku, Finland): Role of Functional Imaging after the ISCHEMIA Trial
21 min    Eliana Reyes-Torres (London, United Kingdom): The ISCHEMIA Trial - Clear Answers, Open Questions
3 min     Session Summary by Chairperson

Educational Objectives
1. Review prognostic impact of different therapeutic options in chronic CAD
2. Describe roles of anatomical and functional imaging in the evaluation of CAD
3. Discuss future directions for imaging-guided treatment of chronic CAD

Summary
The session will provide an update on the role imaging in selecting between different therapeutic options in chronic coronary artery disease (CAD). The lectures will cover the ISCHEMIA trial evaluating impact of revascularization vs. medical therapy on outcomes in chronic CAD, roles of anatomical and functional imaging in chronic CAD, and future directions in imaging-guided treatment of chronic CAD.
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